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ELECTION

Judge M. C. Mechem to Serve Here a
Fortnight in Place of Judge
John R. McFie.
Hon. John R. McFie, associate

Iff

ATASCADERO

Instructive Talks for Meeting at
National Guard Armory
on Friday.
With Governor Mills at Las Vegas;
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa at
Roswell; Land Commissioner R. P.
Ervien at Clayton; Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan at Carlsbad;
Superintendent of Public Instruction
J. E. Clark at Albuquerque; Captain
o? the Mounted Police Fired Fornoff at
Socorro; Probation Officer Allison at
Raton; Supreme Court Clerk Jose D.
Sena out electioneering; Territorial
Auditor W. G. Sargent at El Rlto and
other offices closed, the capitol was
quieter today than it has been in
many months, although some of the
officials and some of the clerks were

at

work.
Receiving Registration Books.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
is beginning to receive the registration books from various parts of the

Territory.

Instructing National Guard.
On Friday evening at 7:30 p. m., a
meeting of the officers and men of the
local National Guard organizations
will be held at the Armory at which
addresses will be made bearing on
the encampment of Atascadero, California, for which the New Mexico
Guard, 500 men strong, will leave on
September 15. Adjutant General A.
S. Brookes will make a twenty minute talk on the general instructions
recently issued. Colonel E. C. Abbott will speak on the field service
regulations. Surgeon J. A. Massie
will speak on the hygiene of the encampment and the vaccination against
typhoid. W. G. Turley will speak on
military map making and will explain
the contour map of Camp Atascadero.
Every officer and all the men are
urged to come out for the meeting.
Mounted Policeman Resigns.
Mounted Policeman W. E. Dudley
lias resigned and will go into business
at Alamogordo." Dudley has been a
member of the force since it was ortflie
ganized and was much liked by
other policemen as well as by the
He was well known here in
pubHc.
Santa Fe.
BALLINGER INVESTIGATION
COMMITTEE HOLD SESSION.
Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 5. The
committee
Ballinger investigation
held its first session today since the
hearing in Washington. Seven of the
twelve members werei present at today's meeting which was merely peradjourning
functory, the committee
until Wednesday, when a consideration of the report to be made on the
controversy will be taken up.

JOMORROW.

jus-

REPUBLICANS

Expect to Sweep Santa Fe County
and Elect Two Thirdsin
Territory
WHEN TO VOTE.
The polls tomorrow will oien
at 9 a. m. and close at 6 p. m.
WHERE TO VOTE.
The polling booths in Santa
Fe are as follows:
Precinct No. 3, house of Victor Garcia, on Canon road.
Precinct No. 4, at the office
of the Justice of the Peace
Alarid.
Precinct No. 17, Manderfield
Hall, on Galisteo street.
Precinct No. 18, house of
X David Gonzales, on Palace Ave-nue.
Ri-car-
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two-thir-

TEMPLE

IS DEDICATED

...

?.

city
X authorities will
to
X prevent any and all intimidaX tions, drunkenness and boister-ousnes-s
X
around the polling
X places tomorrow.
There will
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

be no interference by mounted police, deputy sheriffs or
deputy policemen if the conduct at the polls is orderly,
but if it should not be, there
will be prompt action by the
authorities and the limit of '
the law will be dealt out to
the offenders. Special effort
will be made to "spot" those
who offer or accept money for
votes, and the grand jury
which will be in session on
Wednesday, is expected to take
prompt action on any information brought before it showing"
that bribery was attempted or

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
PAPER BY JAMES J. HILL
X practiced.
Seligman
Mayor
READ AT PORTLAND FAIR. X was
urged today to appoint a
Portland, Sept' o. The third an- X squad of special policemen but
nual exhibition and speed meeting of X refused to accede to the rethe Portland Fair and Live Stock As- X quest as he believes that the
sociation opened today. The opening
election will be orderly. If
exercises included a paper by James
such should not prove, the case
J. Hill and was read by President 4 action by him will be prompt
Morris of the fair.
,
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that constitution.

Sept. 5. Fully fifty
thousands paraders, representing practically every organization in Greater
New York, participated in the Labor
The members of the
Day parade.
Cloak Makers Union, the settlement
of whose strike last week looked upon
l.y labor leaders as a great moral victory, were given a noisy welcome
along the line of march.
Labor Temple Dedicated.
Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 5. Labor Day
in Pittsburg was" marked by the dedication of a Temple of Labor, a magnificent structure recently purchased
by the Iron City Central Trades Union
and a long parade of organized workmen. Large demonstrations were held
at Latrobe and Newcastle, where the
union coal miners have been on a
strike for four months.

TAFT WILL NOT

i

(RE CONFIDENT GIN

Burs urn's Forecast.
PROGRAM FOR TONIGHT'S
LABOR
When seen today at Republican
CONCERT AT ELKS' THEATER.
headquarters, Hon. H. O. Bursum,
Morrison's Orchestra.
chairman of the territorial RepubliMoving Pictures.
can central committee, predicted that
Miserere from II Trovatore
Miss Frances Hinojos, Mr. Teare. the Republicans will elect 65 of the
100 delegates to the convention and
As the Moon Rose Recitation
Miss Genevieve Morrison that all five of the Republican candiSignificant Demonstt ations by Moving Pictures.
dates for delegates from Santa Fe
Jewel Song from Faust,
county will be elected tomorrow.
Pittsburg
Workingmen
. ....Miss Frances Hinojos
...
"The ground has been carefully
and Vicinity.
Orchestra.
,
gone over," said Mr. Bursum, "and we
see certain victory tomorrow. The
Moving Pictures.
"Garden of Love" ""' v'
speakers sent out by campaign headBIG PARADE
NEW YORK
IN
The Misses Ramona Baca, Anita quarters have worked hard and where
Baca, Frances Hinojos, Genevieve there were contests they have done
Morrison.
good work. The meetings have been
Fully Fifty Thousand Men in Messrs. Stevenson, Van Vleet, enthusiastic, and the encouragement
Loomis, Muller.
received has been gratifying. Let all
Line Given Noisy Welcome
Mrs. V. L. Bean Republicans pull together tomorrow
Accompanist
in Metropolis.
and cast their votes as easly as posNew York,

r'nm'-roci-

i

Tomorrow will be election
day,
when the voters of the entire territory will elect delegates to the constitutional convention which opens in
Santa Fe October 3.
The election tomorrow is doubtless
one of the most important that could
NOT ONE LARGE CITY
LOST IN POPULATION. be held in a territory, for it means the
selection of the men who will draft a
Between 1890 and 1900 Towns Like constitution that is to serve as a key
to open to New Mexico the door of
Albany, Bay City and Sioux City
statehood. If that constitution ia not
Showed Losses.
properly made, the territory may lose
5.
the
of
One
Sept.
Washington,
boon it has sought for three score
the
in
most noteworthy developments
years.
of
connection with the census is that
The Republican party has selected
the population of about seventy-fivcities so far reported on, none show from Santa Fe county five candidates
an actual loss of population.
During who, it is believed will be elected by
0
the
period, Albany, N. Y., big majorities. Their nanes are:
Hon. Victor Ortega.
Lynchburg, Va., Sioux City, Iowa, and
Hon, Jose D. Sena.
Sawinaw
and
City,
Bay
Lansing,
Hon. Thomas B. Catron.
Mich., were all shown to have susCol. George W. Prichard.
tained real losses. All these cities
Benjamin F. Pankey.
have now joined the gaining class and
Throughout the territory the Resome of them have scored heavily.
The decrease in Albany . and Bay publican party has, with a similar di
City in 1900 wag less than one per play of wisdom, selected as delegates,
cent each and both rallied before the men who will properly represent the
enuemrator made his appearance last interests of the voters of the territory
June, Albany showing an increase of when that great constitution is to ue
6
per cent, and Bay City of 63 drafted.
In some of the counties, Rio Arriba,
Sioux City, which lost
cent.
per
12 per cent from 1890 to 1900 now Socorro, Lincoln and Otero, a fusion
reports a gain of 14 per cent, while ticket has been nominated, and will
Lynchburg, which fell away during of course be elected without opposithe previous decade, to the extent of tion. In other counties the fight has
orators
Republican
4 per cent, now shows a gain of 5B been warm and
beper cent. Saginaw, with a loss in have been busy laying their case
1900 of 9 per cent, made a gain of fore the jury composed of the voters
Of the larger of those counties.
19 per cent in 1910.
Over the whole territory the Repubcities all have now been reported
upon except Baltimore, Boston, Chv licans are confident of t inning pracof the delecago, Cleveland, Los' Angeles, Louis- tically at least
S nta Fe early
come
who
to
will
and
Orleans
New
gates
ville, Minneapolis,
in October to get dow to work on
San Francisco.
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law ha been
lw
mob. '
ing easier for the employes who have
been injured through the negligence
of the company or some other employe of the company, to recover comSOLUTION pensation for their injuries. The old
MEET
common law upon this subject was
unjust to the employes and seemed to
President
Defines His have been in the interest of the em- Latter Is
Dining
Speech
ployer. Congress has empowered the
Attitude
interstate commerce commission to!
Conservation
Making
Fargo
require all interstate railroads to
of National Resources
adopt every reasonable safety appli- Today
ance In order to reduce the deplor-- 1
loss
of
life and limb among railable
MAGNIFICENT RECEPTION ay employes engaged in and about UYS
CORNERSTONE
the running of trains.
j
Finally, a bureau of mines has
Gifford rmchot Organizes Na- - been established in order that byjust Takes Part in Labor Parade and
vestigation and close observation of
Commission to Svste- Leaves for St. Paul
me practical worKing or mines tne
matize State Work.
Tonight.
best appliances for preventing the
'
enormous loss of life that occurs from
St. Paul, Sept. 3. President Taft tne explosion of gas and Are in coal
Fargo, X. D., Sept. 5. Suecial
i'l an address before the national con- - and otner mines may be devised and trains brought thousands
from all
servatlon congress here today made adopted.
parts of the state to Kargo this mornTnis legislation is in the Interest ing to hear former President Rooseplain his position on the subject of
conservation. The speech was exhaus- - and for the benefit of a class the velt and give him welcome. The protive and had been prepared with great - workingmen but they are so large a gram called for Colonel Roosevelt's
er care than any public utterance Mr. class anfl tnelr welfare is so Import appearance at Fargo College at the
Taft has made since his inauguration. ant to the public at large, that whi!e laying of the corner stone for the
The central note of his address was it might be characterized as class leg new library building, where he made
for an appeal for the practice of com- islation it is greatly for the public a brief address.
He then took part
'
welfare and cannot be denominated in the great labor parade, which after
mon sense in conservation.
or
objectionable.
traversing the principal streets went
"The time has come," he declared, privileged
We need and I hope we sfhall se- to Island Park where he was sched"for a halt in the general rhapsodies
uled to deliver a speech. He will atover conservation, making the word cure more of such legislation,
But there is a kind of' legislation to tend a dinner this evening and late
mean every known good in the world.
for after nnhlifr attention
bas hpen which I would refer, that does come tonight will leave for St. Paul on his
Colonel Roosearoused such anneals are of doubtful unler lne nead of vicious class legis homeward journey.
I hope I can make the velt will not see President Taft in St.
utility and do not direct the public 'l'uu ",,u
mis and Paul as the latter leaves for home toto the snerifio
rnnrsp that nonnb uimihcuuu iiear ueiweeil
1
night.
should take or have their legislators what nave been describing.
A number of statutes have been
Roosevelt to Fight to Last Ditch.
take, in order to promote the cause
in
the states against combina
of conservation.
Fargo. N. D., Sept. 5. It is gener-Real conservation passed
means wise,
use in the tions or conspiracies to restrain trade ally believed by close friends of Colo-tsuppress competition and there has m-- l Roosevelt that if a fight develops
present generation with every possible means of preservation for future been sometimes an attempt to insert against the conservation policies en- The problem is how to ln SUCh Statutes a proviso Or a Sec- - ,lnrUI.rl Whim at ,ha PnnKervatimi
generations.
save and how to utilize, how to con- - lum e'"P""S uirmers or otner ciass-- congress, the colonel will not fail to
serve and still develop." President es from t5le operation of the statute SUpport nis friends, Gifford Pinchot
Taft announced he would submit to so as to enahle the excepted so as to and Jameg R Garfield.
He will, it is
products and raise prices while saidf
t t0 the finigh- - Reports have
Congress a solution of the problem of c0,'nr
no
other
class
the
in
community can,rea(;ned
adjusting the control of water sites as
colonel herc tnat a strong
between states and the general gov - j " s0combination has been formed to nulli- ernment.
Tne president was given
7to M' the influence in the convention of
a"
T"
p. most
;
demonstrative welcome.
Coone, Roosevelt.s frleD(s.
No Paternalism for Taft.
' create an
from
the FRANCE ORDERS PURCHASE
unjust exemption
Mr. Taft gave repeated credit in his
.operation of a useful law, denies the
OF TEN MONOPLANES.
speech to Colonel Roosevelt for work equal protection of the laws, violates
on conservation, but apparently took the constitution
and is invalid.
Must Carry Weight of 460 Pounds
a fling at "the new nationalism,"
t
law has
Again, the federal
Each and Have Minimum Speed
when he said: - "In these days there been held
the
court
to
supreme
by
Rate of 37 Miles an Hour.
is a disposition to look too much to denounce
combinations, to obstruct
Paris, Sept. 5. The minister" of
the federal government for everything. interstate trade and to prohibit therewar today ordered the purchase of
I am liberal in the construction of the fore,
illegal boycotts to injure the inconstitution with reference to the terstate trade of any person. At the ten military monoplanes, and twenty
next
within the
three
federal power, but I am firmly con- - iast session of congress, in an appro-Vince-d
months. This gives the French army
that only the safe course for priation bill, some $200,000 was appro- - an
aeriaf flotilla of sixty by the end
. ...1 e
. 1.
.
.. . c
for.
to t (.
U b iKf
lur ine :uiui cement or ine
yujaur 13 w uuiu
;ynaicu
the
of
year. The army aeroplanes
re-;
t
law. To this appropriation
limitations or tne constitution ana
must be capable of carrying a weight
states."
the
of
j an amendment
was
the
powers
gild
proposed provid- of about 460
pounds In continuous
Taft Addresses Farmers.
iDg that no part of the $200,000 should
'
of about 186 miles at a miniflight
state
fair
be
and
of
this
used
in the prosecution
The magnitude
of the mum
rate of P.7 miles an hour.
the immense throng of people in at- - workingman engaged in a boycott in
tendance are convincing evidence of violation of the statute,
That is not the way the amendment ILLINOIS CENTRAL PASSENGER
the greatness of Minnesota as an agri- JUMPS TRACK NEAR GALENA.
cultural state. This is labor day, a read, but that was in a way its nec-daHi., Sept. 5. A west bound
Galena,
the
over
to
effect.
emphasizing
essary
given
Illinois
Central
passenger train jumpourl
a majority of the house after a
importance of manual labor in
the track fifteen miles east of here
civilization and to properly exalting very hot discussion, rejected the ed
killing the engineer and
its dignity.
The two classes in the amendment on the ground that it was this morning
a number of passengers.
injuring
most
are
vicious
class
a
As
matter
important
community that
legislation.
are its farmers and workingmen and of fact the money previously1 appro-fhi- s
KING MENELIK IS DYING
occasion and this date suggest; priated to enforce the
law
FROM STROKE OF APPOPLEXY.
j had never
been used for the prosecu-- '
thoughts of both.
.
. OKlit. i.
,
iiUaUU, A U bill Ilia,
.1.
fnMm;r.
n.nn.,Un(, r. rrt - 'tirtW
ern ideas involves a knowledge and boycott, because there was no occa-- The condition ot Kin Menelik, who it
understanding of the rihemical miaH - 'sion for such ns anrt in ali nmMhiii. 13 reported had a stroke op apoplexy
ties of the soil and the scientific meth - ty the money now annronriatert will i ,3 saicl t0(ia' 10 be critical
ods of its treatment, so that instead never be used for such a purpose,
of being a mere manual vocation as It
But it was the proper view of the
was years ago, it has now become a majority, who voted against
the
scientific and
practical
profession. amendment that on principle such a
-'
This has been recognized by the gen- class exemption or privilege should
eral government in the establish- - not be declared and approved in a
L
ment of a department of agriculture, statute. I lhave not the slightest
its bureaus of research, the pectation that the money will ever be
secrets of nature have been revealed j used for anything but the prosecution
in the possible development of mod-- of corporations and business grms
Greeted by Governors
farms, and proper publicity has gaged in combinations in restraint of
been given so that those who till the trade; but to tie the hands of the
Dozen States and Mayors
may take advantage of the new ecutive against an unlawful combina- of Town
Cities
tion existed and thus make any group
discoveries, v
Experiment stations have been es- or priveleged class of law breakers. Is
tablished the country over; free lec- neither justice nor wisdom nor good
HE REVIEWS
LABOR
PARADE
tures have been given at the expense statesmanship.
But it is said that I am not consistof the government for the benefit of
farming communities; and everything ent because I proposed to the last
that wise statesmanship could suggest congress that interstate railroad com- Secret Service Men on Alert in
has been afforded by the general gov- - panies be permitted to make temporGuarding Chief
ernment within its Jurisdiction for the ary arrangements lasting for thirty
Executive.
rates
and
uniform
traffdays
and better
for
fixing
production of greater
crops. All this legislation has been ic between the same places and to
5.
St. Paul, Sept.
in the interest of the farmers and this extent be exempted from the oplaw.
skies, and rain soaked bunting greetmight be characterized as class legis- eration of the anti-truIt was said with great plausibility ed President Taft when he arrived,
lation, but tso great is the general
of "You are opposed to exempting work- but the weather conditions did net
public interest in the promotion
agriculture that it cannot be termed ingmen from the operation of such a i detract from the warmth of the St.
law but you favor the exemption
of Paul welcome to the nation's chief.
unduly privileged or objectionable.
He was met by Governor Eberhard,
So on the other hand, take the railroads."
has The answer is that Interstate railr- Senator Clapp, President Northup ot
workingman. The "government
created a bureau of labor in which oads are restricted much more close- the University of Minnesota and othstatistics' are gathered and investiga- ly and are under much more minute er notables and driven to the reviewtions are had into the conditions pre- observation by the Interstate .com- ing stand in front of the postofflce
vailing in all classes of labor, includ- merce law than they can possibly be where he reviewed the parade of lalaw. The inter- bor's hosts.
ing child labor, with a view of mak- under the anti-truConservation Congress.
ing clear the remedies
needed, state commerce law thus makes them
With every prospect of a warm fight
whether by state or national legislat- a special class to be treated by themsfor control between "State's Rights"
elves.
ion.
The reason for my recommendation delegates and those favoring national
The head of the bureau of labor
and the chairmen of the interstate was that the business of railroads and control, the second national conservacommerce commission, under what is the fixing of railroad rates cannot tion congress, opened here today. Beknown as the Erdman act, intervene practically be carried on without eith- fore the convention was called to or
freely discussed
ofllclally in every dispute between in- er an express agreement for uniform- der, the delegates
terstate commerce railway compa- ity in rates between competing lines Gifford Pinchot's move of last night
nies, and their employes; and the for a sihort period. Otherwise there in forming a national commission for
amount of good In the settlement of would be a constant changing
of the purpose of systematizing the work
of state commissions and bringing
controversies and the stopping of rates.
In order to avoid such danger from them into harmony with the national
strikes that has been done by Commissioner Neil and Chairman Knapp exemption, however, it was proposed congress. President Taft, who is
that tihe temporary agreement per-- down for one of the most Important
cannot be overestimated.
addresses of his administration, arAgain with respect to the employes
a
of interstate commerce railway,
rived during the morning.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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court of New MexMost of Officials on Their tice of the supreme
to Constitutional
ico, convened the U. S. district court Delegates
Home
Vote
to
Cast
at 10 o'clock this morning in the new
Convention Will Be
Way
court house- building and at the reon Tuesday
Chosen
David J.
quest of U. S. Attorney
Leahy adjourend the court until 10 a.
m., Monday, September 12. There will
be no U. S. grand jury at this term.
Judge McFie opened the territorial
district court of the first judicial district, for Santa Fe county this morning and the grand jury was called. As
only 20 were found qualified, the
grand jury could not be organized today.
On account of the election, the organization of the territorial grand
jury was postponed until 10 a. m. Wednesday of this week. Hon. M. C.
Mechem, associate justice of the supreme court, of the Seventti district,
bas been agreed upon by Attorney
General Fraul: W. Clancy, representing the Territory of New Mexico, and
Messrs. Field and Renehan, representing the defense, to try the case of
A. M. Bergere, vs. the Territory of
New Mexico, in the settlement of his
accounts as district clerk. Inasmuch
as Judge McFie is disqualified for trying this case, Judge Mechem will try
the case which comes up Wednesday.
Judge McFie.' has requested Judge
Mecjiem to hold court for two weeks
while'Mudge McFie goes to Union
county, returning here September 18,
to relieve Judge Mechem. Then Judge
Mechem will open his own court at
Socorro,

NO 143
-

COURT

ADJOURNS UNTIL SEPT

AT GAPITOL

--

sible."

Democratc Spending Money.

"I understand that the Democrats,
fearful over the overwhelming defeat
that stares them in the face, have
of
money
scattered large sums
throughout Santa Fe county 'with the
hope of stemming the tide. The people, however, are aroused and fully
recognize the importance of electing
men who will best represent those
principles which will be conducive to
the material welfare of the people as
a whole. Money consideration will not
be a factor In the election tomorrow."
Polls Open 9 to 6.
In Santa Fe the polls will be open
from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m. and there
are four polling places. In Precinct
No. 3, the voters will cast their ballots at the house of Hon. Victor Garcia, en Canon road. In Precinct No. 4
at the office of the justice of the peace.
In Precinct No. 17 at Manderfield
Hall, on Galisteo street and in Precinct No. 18 at the home, of David
Gonzales, on Palace avenue.
Vote in 1908.
In Santa Fe county the total vote
cast for Delegate Andrews in 1908
(Continued

on Page Five.)
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Wheat

Old

Imperial

Jersey Cream
Pansy

Four

Oi'

WE

GIVE

tenderly-Abov-

N
X
V

Denver,

Established 1856.

TOPICS

Colo.,

Sept.

with
night and Tuesday
tionary temperature.

west-win-

inter Grocery Co.

No. 40

Talephona

Along the street
The shadows meet
Of destiny, whose hands conceal
The moulds of fate
That shape the State
And make or mar the Common-weal- .

New Santa Fe Agent

5,

Incorporated 1903

a

SELIGMINBR0SC0.

5.

The forecast is fair weather

S

e

O'er fallen leaves
The
grieves
Yet comes a seed time round again;
And morn shall see
The State sown tree
With baleful tares or healthful grain

PURCHASES

Southeast Corner Plaza, tanta Fa.

CITY

to- -

sta- -

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

X

A great Jmany Bargains
in Summer Good
of
every description.

1

REGISTER TICKETS
CASH

ALL

WITH

IIP.

ROUND

(CNDkY, SEPTEMBER

M

the sea
Masonic
Montezuma
Meeting
Hangs, white and calm, the hunter's Lodge, No. 1, A. F. & A. M., will hold
moon.
a regular communication this evening
In its pale lire
at eight o'clock.
'he village spire
Governor Mills as Author GoveShows like the zodiac's spectral lance; rnor Mills has a well written and exThe painted walls
cellently illustrated article on NewWhereon it falls
Mexico in the Texas Magazine. It oc-Transfigured stand in marble trance! en pies the place of honor in the publi- cation.

ariety:fresh yeast
CASH

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

THE EVE OF ELECTION.
(By J. G. Whit tier.)
From gold (o gray
Our mild sweet day
Indian summer fades too soon;
Hut

Bobolink
Also

NEW

G. H. Donart,

local agent for the Santa Fe for the
past three years at Raton and beforej that at Santa Fe, has accepted
the position of freight and passenger traffic
agent for the road at El Paso, and R.
W. Hoyt, of Las Vegas, has been ap-- !
pointed to succeed him at Raton.
Cool and Pleasant The weather
yesterday was ideal, the maximum be-ing 76 and the minimum 51 degrees.
.The average relative 'humidity wasj
4s per cent for the day. The lowest
temperature during last night was 47
degrees and at 6 o'clock this morning

THESE
MUST

j

1

Don't Delay

BE SOLD

j

j

AP

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

CAUL

'8

Diamonds, vv atches. Clocks
Jewnlrv. Silver ware. Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

i

it was

The maximum Sat- urday was 80 and the minimum 54,
while the relative humidity was 4(5
per cent.
Long Distance Telephone Extension
The
Telephone and Telegraph Company has completed a new
copper circuit between El Paso and
Alainogordo which connects with the
circuit to Santa Fe. The copper circuit between Santa Rosa and Fort
Sumner has been also completed ana
there are few points now in New
Mexico that cannot be reached by tel-- !
No jest is this;
from the capital.
ephone
One cast amiss
Coolest Night Since Spring Last
May blast the hopes of Freedom's
night the temperature was down to
year.
47 degrees, the coolest night since
where
I.
Oh, take nie
spring. Yesterday was an ideal day
Are hearts of prayer.
and so was today. A year ago today
And foreheads bowed in rev ent fear!
Xot lightly fall
of rain falling in the afternoon with
Beyond recall
a cloudburst to the east of the city
The written scrolls a breath can
that filled the river and arroyos bank- float
ul and caused some damage.
The crowning fact
Lincoln County Prisoner Escapes
j
The noblest act
A prisoner named Romero made good
Of Freedom is the Freeman's vote!
his escape from a roac working gang
of
county prisoners on a road near
For pearls that gem
Lincoln county.
Lincoln,
A diadem
Enrollment
The .enBig School
The diver in the deep set dies;
rollment in the public schools of
The regal right
on the first day is 492, exWe boast tonight
of Santa Fe. There are
that
ceeding
Is ours through costlier sacrifice;
22 in the high school and 24 in the
commercial course.
Our hearts grow cold,
Indian Killed at Mescalero An Ar-- J
We lightly hold
Indian wtio had married a
A right which brave men died to gain. apahoe
Mescalero
Apache squaw and thereThe stake, the cord,
lived on the Mescalero reservafore
Tlhe. axe, the sword
tion, Otero county, had a quarrel
Grim nurses at its birth of pain.
with his squaw and beat her up pretty
badly and that was the last seen of
The shadows rend,
the man a!ive. The report got to the
And o'er us bend
ears of Indian Agent Carrol that the
Oh, Martyrs, with your crowns and
Indian had been murdered and a
palms
search was instituted for the body.
Breathe through these throngs At first the
Apaches were silent, but
Your battle songs
finallv one of them told Oemitv Sher- Your scaffold prayers, and dungeon j ift.
Fred Crosby where tne body could
psalms!
i be
found. The deputy went to the
place designated and found the Indian
Look from the sky,
buried behind a log. He was dug up
Like God's
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Around I see
The Powers that be;
I stand by Empire's primal springs;
And princes meet
in every street
And hear tlhe
tread of uncrowned
kings.
Hark! through the crowd
The laugh runs ioml,
Beneath the sad, rebuking moon
(iod save the land
A careless hand
May shake or swerve ere morrow s
noon.
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TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION
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IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDKR

WORK

j

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
and hides for rugs and robes

ofurs

Highest prices paid for raw f urs ot all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
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Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
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Seeds.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
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HERSCH

Salt and

Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

great

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

Thou solemn moon, with searching
beam.
Till in the sight
Of thy pure light
Our mean
meaner seem.
g

E

corrick-- hack line
s

0kre Prop

popiarfrfces Bnffiies and Saddle Horses

j

j
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Come to Us. You'll Find it in Our Store.
We Do Business on the Square.

Hit's Hardware

had been ))uried mtu Mm Indian
fashion. He was found to have been
shot in the back, the bullet coming
out close to the breast bone. It has
not been ascertained as yet who did

the

Unworthy arts
The fraud designed, the purpose dark;
And smite away
The hands we lay
Profanely on the sacred Ark.
To party claims
And private aims
Reveal the august face of Truth,
Whereto are given
The age of Heaven,
The beauty of immortal youth.

shooting.

Killed .1. W. Dickey
killed a
weighing 65 pounds.
three miles northwest of Tucumcari,
Quay county.
School Bond Issue Defeated May-hil- l,
Otero county, defeated a proposed
Issue of $1,000 for a new school house
by a vote of 30 to 16.
New Newspaper at Clovis Clovis,
Curry county, now has its fourth
Mold
It is the
newspaper.
published by Rev. Philip J. Dickson.
Lutheran Church Cornerstone Laying At Belen, Valencia county, the
cornerstone of
a new Lutheran
church was laid by Rev. J. H. Yaeger,
D. D. A large crowd attended
the
services.
Bib
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Smithing Coal.
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Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
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ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do youlknow whether
you have an absolute title to. the property wliHh you now Low n?

"fSi

pow-

Inquire,

tle'

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,
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Right
Right Servleo
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Realty
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Insu-"an-

Agency

LOST A little gold neck chain-r- ope
pattern in or near plaza. Reward if returned to Loretta academy.

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
change. Phone Black 231.

We

RETAI

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

FOR RENT Furnished house, four
rooms. Inquire 303 Washington ave.

er engine, good as
at Santa Fe Planing
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(Continuea on Page Eight.)
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1

FOR RENT Six room modern
So shall our voice
v
brick cottage. Apply O. C. Watson &
Of sovereign choice
Co.
Swell (he deep bass of duty done,
And strike the key
WANTED A good salesman. For
Of time to be,
When God and man shall speak as particulars address T. D. Burns, Tier-r- a
one!
Amarilla, N. M.

e
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eye,

bob-ca- t

Gran, Potatoes,
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There'll be no Guess Work When You Buy
Hardware From Us.
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Cut Glass, China and Silverware
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It is to vour advantage to trade here We make
r Ui
WWII UUUll the claim that we sell better goods than any one
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"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
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in respect to each kind of land; second, what laws at present govern Its
New Mexico Military Institute
disposition; third, what was done by
Are Appreciated by Santa Fe Peop
the present Congress in this matter;
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
and fourth, the statutory changes pro"The West Point of the Southwest."
Thousands who suffer trom backAT
it
of
conservation.
posed in the interest
ache and kidney complaint have tried
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Agricultural Lands.
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ing of my experience with
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, TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
The speech of the President sold to settlers at a price sufficient to
In the automobile with the Presi- solve.
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or Harroun, et al., plaintms, vs. uuiu claim within the above limited time
lands
that
informed
the
lands
Is,
am
department
by
mineral
(2)
.
minerals; (3) agricultural that the government owns Bullion Company, a corporation, de-- tnat you shall be barred from partlcl-natin- e
taining metalliferous
, imia r&
,
Krtw iani in
linrtersiened
nil
thoao
thp
fisQ
v
In the distribution of the as
v.
;
""
otner nauis ui uiuuc, "u
icnuam,
forest lanas; is; cuai iauud
and (6) phosphate states which should be included in the was appointed reteree ana aireciea w sets of the defendant company. Said
and
lands;
gas
Academic and Preparatory Courses
forest reserves. I expect to recom- - take proof respecting the affairs of claims shall be in writing and under
lands.
beta
to
form Separate Departments
oath and claimants may be submitted
conduce
will
It
mend to Congress that the limitation the defendant company;
I feel that
he problems herein Imnosed shall be repealed. In
of
you are hereby no- - to examination respecting the same.
v0w.
therefore,
ter
understanding
ISend
for
DAY
Prospectus
STUDENTS.
BOARDING and
are tilled tnat tne unaersiguea reieiee
Dated at Santa f e, new Mexico,
presented U I take up each Class auutjje 1)resent forest reserves tnere
v
for the presenta- - this 18th day of August, A. 0., 1910.
forest
a
of
hold
will
Studies resumed September 5ih.
tedium,
not
risk
are
which
meeting
the
at
properly
even
iands
describe,
MELVIN T. DUNLAVY,
tion of claims, against said defendant
BROTHER EDWARD President
what has been done by the last j'
first,
Referee.
,
mmnnnv. . hv creditors and claimant!
. ..,
.
,:., auua va tirpopnt one
rnninH
j,
uiinn.v. nn Dana
aaiUIUiaiiauuu
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Parts of the World.
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Mini LAUNDRY

LIVERY STABLE

For Best Laundry Work

Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses
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When Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers Furnished
Livery
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PESTERING

SASTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Daily, six months by mall
WppHv. nei vear .'
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

The Portland Oregonum ihus refers
to the unsettled and unsatisfactory
condition of affairs in Oregon:
VIere are lawgivers in
Oregon
many of them who are unwilling to
submit their measures to parliamen
tary treatment; so ih"y offer tihem
Yet
people."
by initiative "to the
these bills, whose authors fear the
legislature, are the very ones that
ought to be 'tested bv the methods of
representative, deliberative legisla
tion. In frequent cases, authors think
it a mark of merit to refuse to go before the commonwealth's chosen delegates with their measures: they
peal" to tlhe people, declaring the people should rule and that the legislature is no good anyway.
But the people rule beat by the
system that enables them to declare
their majority will and to repudiate
minority fads and isms. That system
is known as parliamentary representaNone better ever
tive government.
was discovered.
"improveOregon's
ments" mark no advance; they reveal
regression in the strife of factions,
he activity of agitators, the anxiety
of conservative citizens, the stimula- tion of minorities, and the practical
abolition
of constitutional govern- ment.
Generally, the reason ascribed by
bills for
promoters of
refusing to take their measures to the
legislature is the real reason why
they should be forced to go there and
should be denied access to the "peopie."
Verily, Oregon is a choice haven for
agitators of fads and isins. It is the
easiest of all states wherein to pester
the people.
This forceful presentation of facts
is accentuated when it is remembered
that the Portland Oregonian was one
of the strong advocates for the adoption of the "initiative and referendum"
and "recall" in Oregon. The Oregonian is tlhe great, newspaper of the
northwest. It has been under one
ownership and management for near-lhalf a century. It, is noted, the country over, for its honesty and independence and for its advocacy of reform
measures, and for its opposition to
The Oregonian
political machines.
has found, to its regret, that the "initiative and referendum and "recall"
have not brought, in a political
in Oregon.
On the contrary,
it has found that they are vicious
that they are utilized constantly by
airitalnrs tn "netor" hhc. nnln on
fc
them .n fu
.m(J hat
d has, reslllterl.
coral)Pnsati
Hen(,e the 0regonianj honegt ag ,t

$3.50
2.00
1.00
.50

OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
"
in New Mexico. U is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper
a
has
and
large and growing t'rculatM
wry postoffice in the Territory,
oi the Southwest.
ive
people
and
progress
iimong the intelligent
--

UP TO YOU, MR. VOTER.

These are questions every voter
must answer for himself at the polls
tomorrow.
Then
Do you want statehood.
vote the Republican ticket.
Are you opposed to statehood? Then
vote the Democratic ticket.
the burden of debt
Do you want
lifted from Santa Fe county? Then
vote the Republican ticket.
Do you want this county kept back
Then vote the
by its enormous debt?
ticket.
Democratic
Do you want Santa Fe county to
take the leading part in the constitutional convention? Then vote the

-

non-wast- e

v

i

ticket.
Do you believe that the representative form of government of the United States has been a success? Then
vote the Republican ticket.
Do you believe that this republic
has been a failure? If you do, vote
the Democratic ticket.
President Taft and
Do you want
the New Mexico
to
approve
Congress
constitution? Then vote the Republican ticket.
Do you want the President and
Congress to reject the constitution?
Then vote the Democratic ticket.

It is up to you Mr. Voter, and whatdo not complain af-

y

ever the result,
terwards.

CONGRESS MEANT IT.
Let there be no mistake about tlhe
the
situation. Lei us acknowledge
frankly.
facts,
in
A distinct "threat" is embodied
our enabling act.
This "threat" is an admonition to
the people of New Mexico to frame a
constitution acceptable to the President and the Congress, or be prepared to accept the defeat of statehood.
That is no idle and surplus phraseology in the enabling act which provides for the submission of our constitution to Washington.
Its meaning was intended to be so
plain, and is so plain, that the way
f.irei- even thou eh a fool he be, may

Territory of New Mexico, County of
banta Fe, 3S.
No. 6C04.
Charles A. Siringo,

tinker-portunit-

i

na-.ll- p

t

p

j

flex-ne-

j

js

It we do not submit a constitution
that, meets the views of the President
and the Congress, we stay out of the
XTnion.

It is for us to make the choice.
Do we want statehood? This Is one
question of prime Importance in this
campaign.
If we do want statehood, let us
frame a constitution which will meet
approval at Washington.
If we don't want statehood; if we
are determined to frame a freak
constitution, and are willing that the
President and Congress shall "do as
they please about it" let us say so
tomorrow.
Meanwhile, let ns not forget that
of
the inclusion of the principle
direct legislation
by the "initiative
and referendum" and "recall" as ad
vocated by the. Democratic corporation attorneys and the visionaries in
this campaign will certainly cause
the constitution to be rejected.
The New Mexican knows whereof it
speaks.
Thousands of well informed citizens
in this territory know the facts, as
we do.
Do we want statehood?
Some of the eastern papers already
predict that New Mexico has been
Haskellized and that its constitution
is sure of being rejected by the President and Congress. Says the Schenectady, N. Y., Union:
"The sentiment in New Mexico is
said to be about on a par in things
political with that of Oklahoma and
if this be true it is not at all unlikely that the constitution will embrace
many of the features of the Oklahoma
constitution. The latter state has
been having strenuous times with its
constitution and New Mexico is destined to share like experience if she
copies after the pattern of HaskelUzed
Oklahoma."

PALEN,

and C. C. Rushing, and
the unknown claimants of interests in
the premises hereinafter described,
adverse to the plaintiff, and the unknown claimants of interests in the
promisory note hereinafter described,
Defendants.
In the District Court of the First
Judical District of the Territory of
New Mexico, within and for the County of Santa Fe.
The said defendants, W. P. Cox
and C. C. Rushing, and the unknown
claimants of interests in the premises
hereinafter described, adverse to the
plaintiff, and the unknown claimants
ot interests in the promisory note
hereinafter described, are hereby noti
fied that complaint has been
filed
against them in the District Court of
the First Judicial District or the Territory of New Mexico, within and for
the County of Santa Fe, that being
the court in which said cause is pending ,by said plaintiff, Charles A. Siringo, the general object of said action
being: On account of a certain contract entered into by said plaintiff and
said defendants, wherein said plaintiff
agreed to pay said defendants a cer
tain sum of money for the purchase of
a crude oil burner, designated as the
20th Century Crude Oil Burner. That
on account of said contract said plaintiff made and executed his promisory
note and gave a mortgage on his
ranch, known as 'Sunnyslope Ranch,"
lying southerly from the City of Santa
Fe, in the county of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, containing 220
acres, and
which is bounded and described as
The east half of the
follows,
southwest quarter and the west half
of the southeast quarter of Section B;
also the southeast quarter of the
northwest quarter and lot numbered
three of Section 3, all in Township
16 N. R. 9 East of the New Mexico
Meridian, except five acres of the latter tract known as lot Numbered 10,
for the payment of said amount. On
account of misrepresentations, etc., on
the part of said defendants to the said
plaintiff in re said Crude Oil Burner,
said plaintiff prays that: 1st. That
the said promisory note may be declared null and void and required to
be surrendered up, unless found in
the hands of some innocent purchaser
for value before maturity; 2nd. That
the holder or holders of said promisory note when found may be made a
party, or parties, defendant to this
3rd. That the said mortgage
suit;
with the record thereof, may be ordered canceled, set aside and vacated;
4th. That the said plaintiff may have
such other relief in equity as may be
just and proper, and that he may
recover his costs In this suit expended, as will more fully appear by reference to the complaint filed in said
cause. And that unless you enter your
apearance in said cause on or before
the tenth day of October, A. D. 1910,
judgment will he rendered against
you in said cause by default. The
name and address of plaintiff's attorneys are: Renehan & Davies, Santa
Fe, N. M.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and the seal of said
District Court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 13th day of August, 1910.
FRANK W. SHEARON,
(Seal.)
Clerk.
EDW.
L.
Deputy.
SAFFORD,
By

!

J. B. FE1D, Cashier.

President,
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OF SANTA FE.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New figexioe. Established In 1870
Capital Stock

$150,000
80.000

Surplus and Undivided Profits

3

"""ransacts a general banking hii .iness in alt it tranche.
Loans money cn the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coHaterai security. Buys and sells bonis a.iJ
stocks in all markets for its tustomara.
Elys aal stllu

domestic and foreign exchange and makes talegrr.;bic tian&fer
of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terras
1 as are given by any moiey transmittal agency public or
j:
private. Interest allowed on time depojits at the rate cf three.
Liberal
5 per cent per annum, on six months' er years' ti,ne.
advances made on consignments of livestock cnJ products.
c The bank executes all orders of its
patrons in tlie banking line,
i and ni"ss to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects.
5 as is consistent with safety and the principles ai sound bank-- 2
inj. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
3 "lublic is respecfully solicited.
an yvm n aruuvrvLn nnnnruxnnn nnnnnnrwnjnnuui.
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POLICE HOTEL

2

WILLIAM VAUGHN

t:

1U

'

J.

L. A. HUGHES,

W. P. Cox

e

j

R.

Plaintiff,
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CONSERVATION.
The definition given to Conservation today in President Taft'a exhaustive address on the subject at
the Saint Paul Conservation Congress
will become a classic, as much as
and
Lincoln's
Gettysburg speech
should have a place in every Republi- can platform this year. Speaking of
the withdrawals of land for conservation purposes he says:
not he
"Such withdrawals should
regarded as the final step in the
course of conservation, and that the
idea should not be allowed to spread
that conservation is the tying up or
the natural resources of the government for indefinite withholding from
use and the remission to remote generations to decide what ought to be
done with these means of promoting
present general human comfort and
progress. For, if so, it is certain to
to
arouse the greatest
opposition
conservation as a cause, and if it: were
a correct expression of the purpose
of conservationists it ought to arouse
this opposition. Real conservation
iftil use in
involves wise
the present generation, with every
possible means of preservation for
succeeding generations; and though
the problem to secure this end may be
difficult, the burden is on the present generation promptly to solve it
and not. to run away from it as cowards, lest in the attempt to meet it
As I
we may make some mistake.
have said elsewhere, the problem is
how to save and how to utilize, how
to conserve and still develop; for no
sane person can contend that it is for
the common good that natures bless- ings should be stored only for unborn
generations.
the tnlth
"Conservation as an economic and ..i.teg.
political term has come to mean the
A
IS
CONSTITUTION
preservation of our natural resources WHAT
AMONG FRIENDS?
for economical use, so as to secure,
The New York Commercial sizes up
the greatest good to the greatest num-- j
ber. In the development of this coun- - the attitude of the Democrats in New
try, in the hardships of the pioneer, Mexico as follows:
iu the energy of the settler, in the
.Make your 9tate constitutions in
anxiety of the investor for quick
ol(j way that V0H see flt at tne
turns, there was very little time, op-- ! start, but leave them open to
waste
to
or desire
prevent
ing as often as any new thIng comes
of those resources supplied by
tnat you want to cllnck ,nto them;
ture which could not be quickly trans- wllat is good tnis year may be l)ad
muted into money; while the invest-- , next year; what works badly now mav
ment of capital was so great a desid-.h- e
splendid six montlhs ahead; but
eration tnat tne people as a commun-- ; (on-- wait. fix it 1he way you want jt
ltv exercised little or no care to ore today, and if it doesn't suit, tear it
tne transrer oi aosouue owner-;,- ,
and try again tomorrow. Constitu-shiof many of the valuable natural (ions have been
regarded as far too
to private individuals, with- - sacred in the past. But they are no
out retaining some kind of control of mtre so than laws or ordinances or
their use. The impulse of the whole rules and regulations. Make 'em
community was to encourage thejn,ie! Make 'em lax! Keep 'em moving!
coming of population, the. increase of, Let us make constitutions that have
settlement, and the opening up of 'something doing' all the time.
and he who demurred in the damental law is so fixed and so
Say! have you seen Chictalilee at
degree to any step which
ot change that it makes us tired '
promised additional development
of; "Xow, the chief value of a constitu-th- the Adobe Grand?
idle resources at hand was re- - tion, whether federal or state, is its
gsrded as a traitor to his neighbors fixedness, its stability. Its function
and an obstructor to public progress.
to define the great nermanent nrin- - --J mm
m my Jm
B MM
But now that the communities have ciples of
and to set liini- government
necome om, now tnat. tne nusn ot en- - tations on the
making of statute law.
thusiastic expansion has died away, There is every reason therefore why
now that the would-bpioneers have the framing of it and its adoption
come to realize that all the richest should be had with the utmost
s
in the country have been taken eration and care so as to reduce to a
up, we have perceived the necessity minimum the chances of its disclos-fo- r
a change of policy in the dispo-- ; ing imperfections and of
any necessity
sition of our national resources so as ever
arising for its amendment."
to prevent the continuance of the
waste which has characterized our
ew jersey adopted a safe and
imenomenai growtn m tne past. Today sane constitution in 1844. It was
we desire to restrict and retain under made difficult to
amend it and New
public control the acquisition and use!. Jersey has been exceedingly prosper-bthe capitalist of our natural
because of the stability of its po- pources."
litical institutions. Its population has
grown in that time from 373,306 to
Fortunately, in Santa Fe county, pa- - 2375,000 and yet, it has been found
triotism and
go together necessary to make only two changes
tomorrow at the polls. A vote for Hon in tne fundamental law. Of course,
Thomas Benton Catron, Hon. Jose D. New Jersey has neither referendum
Sena, Colonel George W. Prichard, nor reca11. mit !ts people are well
Judsrfi Victor Orteffa anrl R F erned nevertheless, and whenever the
time eonies to rebuke any boss or set
Pankey, will mean a vote for state-- !
hood, a vote for the payment of the of Polltici'is it is not slow to do
Santa Fe county debt by Congress, ft The PeoIie And that the represen-anthe adoption of a constitution that tative form 0( government is elastic
will receive the approval of Presl- - enough to give them the power to
If you like good floffee then
Taft and Congress. No voter will niulafe the laws they want ond to
you will surely be charmed
lDe men wno will execute them.
have donfi bis natriotic dutv unless he
1
deposits a ballot tomorrow for the ReThe state of New Mexico will be
'CHASE
SMSORNS
publican ticket from top to bottom.
one of opportunities for the young
SEAL BRAND"
The quarterly statement of Terri- men, especially those of energy, intorial Treasurer M. A. Otero publish' telligence and good habits. With a
It has a distinctive. Satised today shows convincingly that New constitution that assures stability in
fying flavor rich. mellow
Mexico finances have been well man- politcal and governmental affairs, cap
and line the result of
sclentillc careful blending
aged. That all obligations were paid ital will feel induced to develop the
of perfectly roasted coffees
from the world's best planpromptly, that a satisfactory surplus great resources of the commonwealth.
tations.
is in the treasury and that economy Of course, with a socialistic constituin expenditures prevails Is apparent tion, this would not be the case, but tofrom a glance over the figures.
day, the day before election, It looks
Santa Fe Agents.
as if the safe, sane and conservative
Postmaster General
H. voters of the Territory would win the
Frank
Hitchcock formally abdicates his
day.
leged senatorial
aspirations.
The Democratic legislature of Colocourse, no wellbalanced man had believed for a moment that he had his rado which passed an initiative and
& COMPAKY
eye on one of the four senatorshlps of referendum law last week refused to
s
law. It is easy to
the new states, but then there are a pass an
fathom In whose pay the initiative and
good many men who are not
referendum statesmen are.
around "jmpalgn time.
d

ticket.
Do you want every other county to
counget the best of it over Santa Fe
convention?
constitutional
the
in
ty
Then vote the Democratic ticket.
Do you want the capital to remain
at Santa Fe? Then vote the Republican ticket.
Do you want to see the capital and
state institutions go to some other
town? Then vote the Democratic
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES.
AL'U A. F. WALTER,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, iccietary-Treasure- r
Entered as Second Class Matter ;;t the Santa Fe Postofflco.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier....
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
')ai!y, per year, by mail
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One of
Cuisine

pRCP,
Best Hotels in the

and

West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Tab'e Service

Unexcelled

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

i

WlBilWH0TELp?
I

J. C.DIGNEO
LESSEE

Long Pistance Telephone

Commodious Sample Room.

Station

BUILDING PAINTED and
RENOVATED THROUGHOUT

UNDFR NEW
MANAGEMENT.

Evpry Room steam bpsted & electric
lighted, and best of help employed.
RESTAURANT WIL BZ OPENED

SIPT.15TH.

FULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON
If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not haye to

We Are
Now

wait.

Serving

Our Increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

G.LUPK HERRERA
Proprietor

THE HOTEL CORONADO

lift IINL II

RATKS J1.0OA DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

e

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

dellb-land-

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest 4 best CAFE In
the Olty to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Vice sampln room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial If you want first classservlce,

j

y

re-;0-

j

Corner of Water St.
and Don Caspar Ave.

WM. GREGG

Pp.

j
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Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
White Goods, Embroideries and Laces,
LOOK AT OUR;
SHOW WINDOW

ALL GOES AT ONE HALF
THE REGULAR PRICK,

ADOLF .SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS

Tfce

MWving

mre

(u.-ste-

col

d

par

M

IS tml km
orders delivered

Tahpfcm

OFT DQH1KS

CO

to the thirsty as something

ftod Inviting

I GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
KwvT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
AH

drinks

from altered water.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
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A LITTLE ONEAYwii-'NO BANK. ACCOUNT?
h

If 200 YEARS AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
per cent compound Interest and you had that $200 and the Interest,
each dollar hill were a link In a chain, that chali. would reach from New
......
'
York to San Francisco .
Money grows la onr bank If you will let It.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal Interest consistent with safety.

at

...

5

,

UNITED STATES BANK
INSURANCE

TRUST CO.

&

SURETY BONDS

REAL ESTATE
WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BAROAINS1N BOTH
IMPROVED AND - UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

Houses and Furnished Rooms fur Rent.

O.

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

IrygSSgg

St.

Special Sale of Wilton Velvet

Ffcone. Fed Fo. 189

RUGS, ALSO ACM;fl PILLOW
MATTRESSES THAT BRING SOOND SLUMBER. OSTER MOOR MATTRESSES.

AX MINSTER

also in stock

DISHES

AT BARGAIN PRICES.

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

&
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UALITY.
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It has never been the selling policy of

this firm to demoralize QUALITY for
price, we have always, held the QUALITY of our goods up to the highest
standards of perfection. Our prices
are based on the SURPRASSING
QUALITY of our goods and are as low
as GOOD QUALITY will permit.

i'i

i

Ml!

At the present time 'vhen
the pric of linseed oil so
abnormally high, it is the
policy of some houses to
slistht the quality of their
paint, and adulterate them
in order to hold to a lower
price. WE DO NOT DO
THIS. Our Paints have the
same standard of QUALITY
that has won them their
everlasting reputation.
:

i

Governor Mills was bound for Lasj
Vegas last evening to cast his vote:
on Tuesday.
j
Mrs. J. A. Rolls and children have
returned from a visit to Watrous,
Mora county.
Miss Margaret Brown of Philadelphia, is a sightseer registered at!
j
Gregg's hotel.
Neill M. Judd and Dr. Edgar L.
Hewett, have returned from the Rito
de los Frijoles.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
left last evening for Clayton, Union
county, to vote.
H. F. Coggeshall, of Washington.'
D. C, who is in the Indian service,
is at the Palace.
Deputy U. S. Marsha! C. E. New-- .
comer is up from Albuquerque to at-- '
tend district court.
Charles F. Wade, general manager.
of the American Lumber Company, is
j

'

ELECTION IS TOMORROW.
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo. the well,
known Democratic
leader of the
(Continued From Page One)
Meadow City is at the Claire.
Miss Bess Murtle, Mrs. T. P. Raney
'
and R. H. Raney, all of Boston, are 'wag 1621, against 1333 for Larrazola,
giving the Republicans a majority of
sightseers registered at the Claire.
Dr. Robert Smart, who is on the 2X8. The vote by city precincts was
governor's staff, is up' from Albuquer- Republicans: 226, 223, 163 and 130;
Democrats: 179, 11 1, 83 and 120.
que and is registered at the Palace.
The campaign, as far as shooting off
I. T. Niles, traveling auditor of the
Colorado Demurrage Bureau, with of- oratorical fireworks, playing of band
fices in Denver, was in the city yester- music and carrying of banners, are
The final rally
concerned, is
day.
Surveyor John H. Walker made a of the Republicans in this city took
trip to the Cash Entry mine, twenty place Saturday night at the court
miles south of Santa Fe, in his auto- house which was crowded with enthumobile today.
siastic voters who applauded the
General B. I. Viljoeu of j& Mesa, speakers,
time and again. County
Dona Ana county, the famous Boer Commissioner I. Sparks, who acted as
commander, is seriously 111 at El Paso chairman in a neat speech expressed j
with appendicitis.
his appreciation of the honor conferMrs. J. H. Slaughter of Douglas. red on him. He introduced the first
Arizona, arrived in the city yesterday speaker, Goveronr Mills. The gover-and brought tier boys who will attend nor was in good voice and spoke elo- St. Michael's College.
quently of the issues that are before
Rev. F. W. Pratt, former rector of the
The governor j
people tomorrow.
the Church of the Holy Faith, will be
a tribute to the Spanish-speakinpaid
tendered a public reception at Carlspeople of New Mexico saying:
bad, his new home, on Thursday evepeo-"I know the Spanish-speakintihis
week.
ning of
pie of this territory and I have friends
Mrs. A. M. Zane and her daughter
among them. I know them to be a
Miss Helen Zane, of Philadelphia and
people who always wish to obey the
Mrs. Charles Mann of Washington, law.
(Applause.) They, as a people,
C.',
D.
are the guests of Mrs. H. C. love . and
respect their parents and
Luckenbach at her home in this city. their relatives.
Nothing can be said
Hon. H. O. Bursum, chairman of against them as a class. Of course, j
of there may be a few bad ones among
the territorial central committee
the Republicans, and Colonel E. C. them, as there are bad physicians in
Abbott returned yesterday from Las the medical profession,
of bad lawCruces where they addressed a rousBut as
yers in the legal profession.
ing meeting of Republicans at the a class, they are a good,
National Guard Armory.
people, and nothing can be said
M. A. Otero, Jr., Jack Garrett, Luna
against them." (Applause.)
Bergere, Thomas Closson, Joseph
Governor Mills exhorted his hearers
Creamer, I. Roibal, were part of a to turn to their friends for the soludelegation of boys bound for the New tion of political questions and not to
Mexico Military Institute at Roswell go over to the enemy's camp in search
last evening. Parents, sweethearts of "isms and new tangled ideas."
them to
and friends accompanied
Other addresses were delivered by
Lamy, where as an incident a bridal Hon. T. B. Catron, Col. George W.
couple bound for the east was show- Prichard, Benjamin F. Pankey, and all
ered with rice.
of them were ringing, stirring speech
Married September 4, 1910, at 6:30 es, that elicited applause again ana
p. m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. again.
J. Palen, by trie Hon. John R.
County School Superintendent John
associate Justice of the supreme V- - Conway acted as secretary of the
e
court of New Mexico, Caryl W. Hard-ing- meeting, Probate Clerk George W.
to Harry D. Moulton. Mr. and
Armljo, its interpreter, and Hon. R. L.
Mrs. Moulton left the same evening Baca also assisted by
interpreting the
for Duluth, Minn., where Mr. Moulton
speech of Mr. Catron.
as
has been temporarily assigned
a,
special agent of the U. S. land office. WELLKNOWN NEW YORKER
They will be at home at the Palen
DYING OF PNEUMONIA.;
residence on their return. Mr. MoulLexington, Ky., Sept. 5. James R.
ton is from Washington where he was
Keene, New York stock broker and
graduated in law and his legal train- horseman, who is ill with pneumonia
ing has made him a very efficient spe- at a (hospital here, is no better this
cial agent of the government.
morning. His lungs are badly congested, and a!arm is felt as to the
Say! have you seen Chickalllee at outcome. His son, Foxhall, is on his
the Adobe Grand?
way here from New York.
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Room For Improvement

j
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THE MOST SKILLFUL
scarcely exists where the room has
been built with our Lumber. Every
architect and builder gives us credit
of
for keeping the finest selection
Lrmber in the neighborhood. It is all
good, well seasoned timber, too, and
free from warpings and Imperfections.
We have it ready for instant use and
lor every purpose, and the prices are
satisfactory to all buyers.

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&
No

NURSE

or the most famous physician will
be of no avail if the medicine ordered
is not exactly as it should be.
THE DRUGGIST
MUST WORK
in perfect harmony with the doctor
and Ihe has an equal responsibility.
We compound prescriptions with absolute accuracy and
faithfulness.
Have yours put up here so as to be
absolutely sure they are right.

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY
Successors

to

Stripling-Burrow- s

& Co.

MILK
146 Red

Telephone
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Hie

Xer

Mexjca..

Printing Com-mn-v
has nn hand a large supply ol
oads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyeie
If you are In need ol anything, try And merchants: good everywhere. Wc
a New Mexican Want Ad.
will sell them at 5 cents In took form.

T

k SUPPLY CO.

ATTENTION

GENTLEMEN!

the discriminating

thi--

of city

ladie--

have long since learned to come to us
for new snappy shoes, for a while, we

want to direct our attention to the
MEN,

WE CAN SATISFY YOU AS WELL

AS THE

LADIES.
NEW LINE OF EVERYDAY SHoESdUST RECEIVED.
NoBETTER VALUES To BE HAD ANYWHERE

PRICES TO SELL
AND

$2.50

IN

A HURRY AT

BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUNTAIN CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
OUT. $4. 00.'
DIAMOND SPECIAL POLICE SHOES, CORK
SOLES, MOST LASTING AND COMFORTABLE
SHOES MADE AT $4.50.
DIAMOND SPECIAL V1CI; KID, SNAPPY,
DRESSY, NEAT AND COMFORTABLE, WORTH
A FIVE DOLLAR NOTE OF ANY MANS MONEY
AT $4,25,

TOWN SEND & CO.
CLARENDON
GARDRN
R, V. KOYLK Mffr,
CL&REftDON

POULTRY

PANSY

PLANTS

NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
FSOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SELLING OfT!
FRESH LA 1 1) EtiG.S every:dHy

and White iVynndottes. Chickens
the orchard under the trees and fed oii clean wholesome food
germs nor Ptomaine poisoning,

Vure bred barred Plymouth Rocks

are yarded

In

only. No chance of Tuberculosis
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

i

ervice

13

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

we are Agents

$2.25,

$3,00.

SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MENS SoFT AND
CHEAP AT $5.00,
COMFORTABLE SHOES.
OUR PRICE $4.00.

Mc-Fi-

Hour Electric
NKSHT

PER-FEC-

.

g

g

S5

HOUSE PAINTS, and

SUNSHINE FINISHES are,
superior to all for LASTING
DURABILITY, and
ECONOMY.

SANTA PE H ARDWARE

j

e

SEWALL'S READY MIX.
E

'

Rngs- -

A LOT OF HAND PAINTED

a

I

Albuquer-- j

(v"-- -

i

fi

registered at the Palace.

Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Francisco

chant, spent yesterday at

All

i:

j

ovr attractive list before buying.

See

1

Miss True
Espanolu,
Palace hotel.
Miss Goldie Spring of CUiyton,
is
visiting friends here.
Mayor Arthur Seligman spent yesterday at Albuquerque.
C. M. Powers, a Jewelry salesman,
is calling on the trade.
James Mair, a contractor of Las
Vegas, is at the Claire.
W". J. Hicks, of Tombstone,
Ariz.,
is at the Coronado hotel.
R. P. Rueth, a well known Cliamita
merchant, is in the city.
a dry goods
I. A. Bodenliaiisen,
salesman, is at the Palace.
George E. Fischer, a shoe salesman,
is calling on the trade here.
Attorney Ernest A. Johnston was a
visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
Waller Mulford, of Ann Arbor,
Mich., Is a sightseer In the city.
Attorney E. W. Dobson of Albuquerque, is here on legal busines"
Principal Bowlds of the hi.-- h school,
arrived on Saturday from Kentucky.
Frank Bond, the Espano!a mer
of

-

'I t y&Zfim-

1

for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

Lall

and See
them in

Light Company

O pe?ation

11
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St, Louis Rockv Mi
Pacific

&

is the
Any system that needs a tonic needo also a blood purifier, for it
weakened and impure condition of the circulation that is responsible for the run
of pure, rich
down state of health. We have only to recognize the
blood in preserving health, to realize the danger of a weakened or impure circula
it can not resist disease
t'on. Deficient blood nutriment weakens the system, aid
feeling, the apFirst the bcuy has a worn-cu- t
like a strong robust constitution.
is bad, etc. If the conditio
the
to
digestion
flag,
begins
is
energy
fickle,
petite
someIs not corrected at this stage more serious results are sure to follow, and
times a long debilitating spell of sickness i3 the result. S. S. 8. s Nature's tonio,
made of roots, herb3 and barks. It is not a nerve stimulant, but a medicine th:.'.
cleansing and enriching th
steadily builds up every portion of th system by amount
of nourishment a .r!
blood, and n this way supplying an increased
resistive powers to every portion of the body. 8. S. S. quiets the overstrained
nerves, improves the appetite, tones up the stomach and digestion, anda thorough!?
blood
enriches and purines the blood. S. S. S. is a real tonic because it is real
er S. S. S. contains no harmful mineral and persons cf all ages can use i'
purif
with"the same beneficial results. Be sure to get S. S. S. for your tonic this yeai
a
do not accept anything in place of it; there is nothing else "Just as good
S. S. B. xOU Will una IT au inai is cmuuou
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA, OA.
tapo-tanc-

PASSENGER'SCHEDULE

f
(

Uul

In effect March 1st

Powu)

(Head Up)

1910

STATIONS
0

7 :'.
8 20
f S 35
f Si 50
9 10
9 35

.'f

16
20
25

.'f

,il
42

I 30
2

50

3 55
4 12

0

12
30
50
5 10

42
48

500

2

4
4
4

T5

(7

n
.

Colfax----

.Vrrososo..
Cimarron..
Nash
... Harlan
Ute I'ark. N.
.

82
82

Ar...
Lv.-

-

OS

88
94

is
35

TT

Ar

., Cimarron ...

.Lv
Ar

.

M.. Lv

22

5"ocT
4 15
vo
i
f 3 45
f 3 25
2 65

..jf

rapiilin
vitfii

gPrestou
Koehlerjumrtion
.Koehler.

8

00

,a0

Moines. N. M...Ar

Thompson
CunniniZhHin
iAr. Clifton House N. M .. I.v
Hat oil. N. M
Ar,
l.v
House, N M ..Lv!
"
I.v..Olifton House N' M.Ar.
j

50
08
35

6
t

11

!ly.. les

i

10 00
9 40

12 00
11 37
11 37
11 20
11 00
10 JO
10
110
9
9
8
f!i
f8
8

51
10"
42
25
55
47
37
20

Rv, train N'o.l2J arriving in liawaon, N. M. ai6:15 p. m.
N, M. at9:65a. in.
Ry, train So. 123 leaving Dawson
meets trains at Preston N. M.
arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
SOUTHBOUND
No. 8. 10 44 a. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, m..
K.
&
Raton and Preston with O, S. Ry. at
. T.
S,
Ky.at
Track connection with
N
VV.
Northwestern at
Cimarron
M,
and
Colfax.
K
P
S.
Moines
Ky.at
lies
Oiumrron. N. M. which U depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
'is depot forthe following stations In N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Ute Park
Cerro, Kltzabethtown. Lobo, Uuesta, Ranehos de Taos, Red
K:ildy Black' Lakes,Taos
and Twining.
Kive'r City. Talpa,
i
(ally. fFlag, t Dally except Sunday
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
j DEDMAN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
N. M
Raton, N. f
E I' A S. W.
Connects with K.P.S, W.
N. M.
SstaKe for Van Houten
c AS Passomrer trains
IWUXli:
NORTH
No. 1.4.4s a- in.
No 7.6 49 p.m.

Connects with

SEVERAL COLUMNS OF
LOCAL BASEBALL DOPE

Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus G. Morley.
Mrs. B. F. Morley and Hie Misses Morley, City; Neil M. Jndd, Rito de los,
Frank-BondFrijolos Canon; Miss True,
Smart,
Espanola; Dr. Robert
Albuquerque; H. F. CoRgesliall, Washington; Severo Naranjo, Pedro J.
Baca, Espanola; Walter Mulford, Ann
Arbor, Mich.; C. M. Powers. St. Louis;
George E. Fischer, St. Louis; O. J. A.

Salmon Gravs Beaten at Albuquerque
By Close Score Will Enter Fair
Tournament From Lamy.

C. P. Scully,
Cassidy, San Francisco:
,
r, .......

uenver;

mims uuiuie djiiii.
E. W. Dobson, Charles F. Wade, ASocorro;
lbuquerque; H. O. Bursum,
C. E. Heald, Albuquerque: Mrs. J. H.

Ratjn,

7;

--

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR! FREIGHT
Fe to El Paso,

Bisbee,
From Santa
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

-

Slaughter and sons, Douglas, Arizona;
R P. Rueth, Chamita.
Claire.
ivirs. u. f. nonunion, ri. v. nuu&u
ton, Lawrence, Kas.: R. H. Raney
Mrs. T. P. Raney, Miss Bess Murtle.
Raton; G. Pino, Cienega; James Mair,
Las Vegas; O. A. Larrazolo, Las Vegas; D. L. Williams, Glorieta.
Gregg.
J. H. Keene, New York: Miss Mar
garet Brown, Philadelphia; Garrard
Harris, Denver; Walter Mulford, Ann
Arbor, Mich.; George W. Hill, Duran;
:M. A. Cowley, Madrid: C. C. Hahn,
La Junta; Miss Stacy E. Baker, Denver; Reamer Billard, Topeka. Kas.; E.
L. LeMuster, C. E. Newcomer, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
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j
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U ALL POINTS EAST & WEST
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TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN
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'
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the situation in a masterful manner
an tne way. iu
iuuu a n- tie bunch of hard luck cropped up for
the Salmons and before many minu- - Carthy,

t

.

I

i

T

aiv,,

.i

Chaves singled anjl Donovan drew
four of a kind, being the only man
that McCarthy walked during the
afternoon. Hidalgo fanned. Gonzales
vra up a. uase uU a
ana uonovan
passed ball and both scored when
Weeks singled over second, lhe score
for Albuquerque remained stationary
until the ninth inning. This round
was opened by Luna to make a wild
dash for first and arrived safely wheu
L. Anderson threw high in an attempt
to peg him. Bernardinelli was hit by
a pitched ball and Chaves got to first

N!
l
lT

October 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910
THE PLACE
Albuquerque, New Mexico
THE OCCASION: NEW MEXICO

1

FAIR

AND

GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION
SIX SOLID DAYS OF RECREATION,

INCLUDING

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
Kvery species of new and Instructive amusement will be provided

Including

Fourteen
Furnished by THE
high-clas-

T

s

C.

shows and sensational free acts.
W. PARKER AMUSEMENT CO- -

REDUCED BATES ON ALL RAILKOADS
Write the Secretary for premium lists or other information
.JOHN B. McMANVS
H.ffRIELLY.
President.

Secretary.

.

0

0

0

2

0
0

..1

0
2

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.

0
0

0

112
0

1

0
0
0

0

0

0

8 27

7

3
v,e,ila

nff

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg

1

ular

?i

communication

first Monday of each
month & Masonic nail
at 7.30 p. m.
H. H. DORMAN,
Acting Master.

Mc

bases, Santa Fe o,

uaw

ALAN R. McCORD,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

wja

No.

i,

R. A. M.
Regular
vocation second Monday of
eacn month at Masonic

con-ifii- l!

i

AKTHUR

S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

iV.

7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
E. GRIFFIN. Recorder

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection Ka. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Ace Ant off
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry nieeti
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30, o'clock in the evenine in
Masonic Hall, south side of
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.

Pla.

Venerable

HENRY F. STEPHENS.

MaKi-or-

32

Secretary.
b. p. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460. R. p. n m
holds its regular session on the sefr
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA,
Exalt PnlaiSecretary.
-

lew

1

THE TIME:

THTFIRST STATE

0

p

permanent injuries.
Knights of Pythias.
Weeks Losses Three to Umpire.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Umpire Snap er Hale Von three Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
dollars from "Rube" Weeks, pitcher Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
for the Albuquerque Grays yesterday u. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitafternoon, as the result of a bet made ing Knight's invited to attend.
between the two men on a decision
AUGUST REINGARDT C. C.
fOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8
rendered during the Albuquerque-Sata Fe game. In the seventh inning
with McCarthy on third base and W.
ROUND TRIP
Parsons at the bat, Weeks "balked,"' CHEAP
and Hale promptly decided that McCarthy was entitled to score. ParRATES
sons also thought that he was entitled
to take first, but his team mates pre
TO ALL POINTS VIA
vailed on him to stick to his post
Weeks raised a storm of protest
against the decision, claiming that
Hale was in error, and that McCarthy
should remain at third, and that the
Efiective Jvme 2nd. 1910
batter should advance to first. Hale
offered to bet three dollars against ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
one that Weeks was in error and the
ASBURY
PARK
rules
to
the
bet was made. Reference
$73.70
convinced "Rube" that he was wrong BOSTON
$77.95
handed Hale the
and he sorrowly
three iron men. The rule is that when CHICAGO
$50.35
a pitcher makes a balk with a man on
base, the runner may advance one DETROIT
$60.35
base. In the event there is no runner
HOT
SPRINGS
$44.60
on base, the balk is counted as a ball,
but the batter is not permitted to take KANSAS CITY

"4v,,;

"

a,

0

4
4

4

.

13
112
0 14
15

1--4

4

4

Gonzales; struck out, by Mcuartny,
10; Weeks, 12; passed balls, Parsons,
1; hit by pitcher, W. Parsons, Bernardinelli; balk, Weeks; stolen base,
Arcie; sacrifice hit, Closson, sacrifice
fly, Lopez. Time, 1:50. Umpire, Hale.
Score by innings:
H. R. E.
Score by innings:
8 5
000
.200
.
0013
Albuquerque
000 000 2002 4 C
Santa Fe
Small Boy Gets Hit.
Richard Samansky, ten years old,
who lives at 104 West Stover avenue,
was hit by a vicious foul tip in the
fourth inning of the Santa
baseball game "at Traction
park yesterday afternoon. Richard
was first assistant official bat carrier
for the Albuquerque team and by virtue of such position, was permitted to
occupy a place of vantage close to the
sidelines, much to the envy of his
young friends. When L. Anderson for
ganta Fg wag at the bat( ymmg Sam.
ansky was not looking at the game
very intently and was unable to get
out of the way of a hard drive which
smashed him on the chin full force.
The lad saw the ball coming, but it
came so swiftly that he was paralyzed,
or hypnotized, and was unable to
move. It was at first thought that his
jaw was broken and that all his teeth
lhad been knocked out. An examina-- i
tion proved that no bones had been
broken and that all his teeth were still
in place. Richard will wear his face
in a sling for several days, but it is
believed that he will not suffer any

(

Or Union Depot.

4

v'wfon

loflo Aiuuuueique,

had speared a solitary run, enough to
prevent the playing of a tenth inning.
The exhibition was snappy and full
there were
of ginger and although
quite a few errors, they came scattered and were overshadowed by the
closeness of the score.
Albuquerque started after the game
aggressively in the very first inning.
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37
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El PaSO Texas.

It

rif.--

Gny Villard City; Jose An- Anaya, Galisteo; W. J. HicKs,
9 Tombstone, Ariz.: J. M. Hartley, Buckman; Antonio Sandoval, Galisteo; J. O. Lopez. Halls Peak; S. F.
B Roberts, Buckman; William Betting- ham, Estancia.

ffFt-P-

II

t

vj

years, but we have a combination this
time that will make the other teams
play ball to beat us. We have been In
communication
with Jill Pettus, of
the Chicago Giants and he has assur
ed us that he will be In Albuquerque
ready for the opening day. We expect
to have him alternate behind the bat
and at first base."

Notice for Publication.
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N M.
August, 31, 1910
Notice is hereby given that Teodora
Montoya, widow of Necasio Archuleta,
of Kennedy, N. M., who, on August 7,
1905, made Homestead Entry (Serial
SW
0G910) No. 8445, for NE
Section 8, Town-shiSE
and NW
13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meri
dian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S.
G Parsons,
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
....4 0 0 11!
....2 0 0 0
27th day of October, 1910.
Aland, rf .
Crandall, rf
Claimant names a" witnesses:
....2 1 0 0
0 Felix
0
1 2
3
McCarthy, p .
Montonya, Nestor Arabe, Marcos
all of
Gonzales, Pascual Vianneva,
32 2 4 25 8 6 Kennedy, N. M.
Total
One out when Inning run was made.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Luna out for failing to touch first.
Register.
Albuquerque.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Say! have you seen Chickalilee at
....5 0 1 12 2 0 the Adobe Grand?
Chaves, c
3 0 0.
5
Gonzales, 3b
0
4
Donovan, 2b

l

Herrera, Albuquerque; J. Van Allen,!
,
Buckman; Felix Romero, Rio . Tesu-....

iI and
tonio

A
fJIIfiPMP
PfY
CUUCllC A. rUA,

ifonc

a

on an error by Arcie at shortstop.
Gonzales fanned and it was up to
Donovan to save the day. With three
men on bases and one out Donovan
took two strikes and then smashed a
virions Texas leaguer over first, driving in the winning run.
Santa Fe garnered their pair of runs
in the seventh. Crandall beat a single
error.
to first because of Donovan's
McCarthy singled, advancing Crandall
to third.
McCarthy and Crandall attempted a double steal and Crandall
went all the way home when Donovan
made a bum peg to Chaves. McCartney reached third on the play and
scored when Weeks balked.
The score:
Santa Fe.
AB. R. H. PO
D. Anderson, 2b . ..4 0 0 1
0
3 0 0
W. Parsons, If
3 0 1 8
Closson, lb
L. Anderson, 3b . ...4 0 0 2
4
0 1 1
Areie, ss
3 0
Lopez, ef

Albuquerque, N". M., Sept. 5. The
Albuquerque Grays and the Salmon
Grays of Santa Fe not only for the
same color uniforms yesterday, but
Dlaved an almost identical brand of
ball. For nine innings the two teams
things
fought each other, keeping
evenly balanced until the last half of
!the ninth when the locals hit a streak Weeks, y
s
- t
r J
ii
,moeiAipr
iir iih v
mi i:t:uj n man cvvl
the plate, there being one out when De Blassi, If
Luna, cf .
the winning run was made.
Burns, rf .
handled Bernardinelli I, rf
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MONDAY,

A SEAL TONIC
a BLOOD PUMFIEI3

Company.

Railway

M.

Mexico Central

$35.35
his base.
ST
Salmons Will be in Tournament
LOUIS
$44.35
Convention.
The Salmon Gray team, of Santa Fe,
NEW
YORK
$75.15
Mr. Pankey employes from 25 to 30 yesterday afternoon officially entered
men throughout the year and ex- the fair tournament through F. T.
12
Hour
treasurer of
spends a thousand dollars a month for Blandv. secretary and
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
the labor alone necessary to keep up the aggregation. The Santa Fe Peer
less team entered the tournament the
his ranch.
BETWEEN
Mr. Pankey has taken an active day after it was opened for entry, thus
enter
from
Salmons
part in politics as a Republican for preventing the
the past twenty years or more and has ing, as i the rules specify that each
never run for any office until now. He town can be represented but by one
was appointed by Governor Curry, in team.
"If the Salmon Grays cannot repre
December, as a member of the cattle
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
sent
Santa Fe," said Mr. Blandy yes
board.
sanitary
From 1900 to 1906 Mr. Pankey was terday, "we will enter the tournament
a. m. Daily.
Colopresident and general manager of an any way and represent Lamy.
enmost
the
who
is
For information regarding freight
independent telephone company in To- nel T. W. Hanna,
to thusiastic fan in Lamy, is anxious to
peka, Kan., which he organized
and passenger rates etc. ca
fight the Bell Telephone Company. have the Grays represent his town and
was de- has promised that everybody in the
The independent company
at city office, Laughlin Block
clared a great success as It became famous junction will be in AlbuquerMr. que during the fair week to root for
the people's telephone system.
or Phone 145.
Pankey is rated as a millionaire, but the Lamy team."
The Grays will be in the tournahe is fond of the simple life. He is a
kind hearted man and his friends are ment stronger this year than ever,"
L H. GIBSON,
legion among the poor as wel as the continued Mr. Blandy. "We have been
rich.
here with a good team in former
City Frt.& Pass. Agt.

BENJAMIN K. PANKEY,
Republican Candidate for Delegate to the Constitutional

Benjamin F. Pankey, who is a candidate on the Republican ticket for
delegate to the constitutional convention, is already well known throughout Santa Fe county, although he has
not lived here so many years as some
of the other men on the same ticket.
Mr. Pankey is a native of Harris-burg- ,
111., and is not yet fifty years
of age. He comes of French ancestry.
He was educated in the schools and
colleges of southern Illinois. While
the
still in his teens he married
daughter of H. H. Harris, a prominent Illinois lawyer and studied law
with him but never practiced his profession.
In 1881 Mr. Pankey moved to a
ranch near Topeka, Kan., and until
1906 he followed the life of a rancher
and farmer.- - In 1906 he purchased the
San Cristoval land grant near Galisteo, in New Mexico, and for the past
three years has lived on that ranch,
which contains nearly 100,000 acres.

-
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TION AT ST. PAUL CONGRESS, son that it seemed desirable to re- serve certain fuel-oi- l
of
61st
June 1st,
deposits for the
the
Fiscal
Year, Commencing
Of the Territorial Treasurer of New Mexico, Third Quarter
use of the American navy. Accord-- ,
(Continued From Page Three.)
1910, Ending August 31, 1910.
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3.200 00
Loan
form was made of empty beer kegs,
Torrance
County
power.
8.750 78
acres in Oregon and 174,000 acres in
the spectators
of Commerce ol l ucumcari
Bank
some
instances
in
luternational
and
and
Be Practical
Specific.
11.084 88
of
Montezuma Trust Co. of Albuquerque.
line
the
Wyoming, making a total of nearly
could
distinguish
barely
7.753 96
But I think it of the utmost im demarkation between the beer keg
First National Bank of Lordsburg
four millians of acres. In September,
7 349 03
atten
National Bank of Alamogordo
Firsi
on
1909, I directed that all public oil portance that after the public
Democrats
it, they
stittlng
7.744 59
Lakewood National Bank of Lakewood
to the necessity and the
roused
been
or
tion
has
not,
Sumwithdrawn
whether
then
Fort
lands,
4,050 30
National Bank of Melrose
to blended so hamoniously."
First
our
policy
In
general
a
of
from
disposition
change
should he withheld
8.286 82
Clovis National Bank of Clovis
ner Index.
selfish
a
and
appropriawaste
4.072 60
pending congressional action, for the prevent
Texico National Bank of Texico
purposes
corporate
7.753 34
reason that the existing placer min- tion to private and
Rank of Denning of Denting .
free
for
the
a
Chickalilee
See
7.752 79
give
should be controlled
First National Bank of Lake Arthur
ing law, although, made applicable to of what
in front of Adobe tonight.
5,063 33
who urge conser
First National Bank of Ellda
deposits of this character, is not suit- public benefit, those
7,079 30
The Excbangn Bank of Carrizozo
15,853 99
I'nlted States Bank and Trust Co. of Santa Fe
8.590 00
The Bank of Maedalet.a of Maedalena
72.076 23
Nat. Bk. of Las V. U,S. land sales 5 p.c. Pro.
First
Cures Biliousness, Sick
6.571 87
Sierra County Bank of Hillsboro
7.752 U
American National Bank of Roswell
thoroughly
Sour Stom16,107 41
Union Trust Company of Roswell
sallow complexions of
2,560 00
N. W. Harris and Co. of New York
ach.
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Dr. Shoop's

Headache
Tablets
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84,-54- 0
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DO'S
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.

.

I

j

.

one-thir- d

e

.

Headache,
Torttid Liver and

Chronic

Constipation. 1

Plasnt

to

0

0

Emit

v!lifVA

l iu

lv

STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

Vffin
i

j

A CO

Cleanses the system
and

dean

pimples and blotches.

Total

Funds not available

3

591,761 21
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

"ffl"

DIAMOND

FLOUR

per sack $1.65 per sack
NO BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND

THE ONE GUESbING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th

1000 POUNDS.

Try this Hour, we will take it back and cheerfully
money if not entirely satisfactory.
KB.

refund

F. ANDREWS

4.

NO.

you

4.

LAST WEEK
OF
OUR

V

GREAT RAZOR SALE'.

Owinar to the ereat demand for these poods which have eneerierl mir
pectations, we have decided through a special request from many who were
&
wct-iuuttui
aaie, uwuunueoui Razor oa ie iorone more
week. We still have oa hand a goodassortment of all the leading brands,
Wade & Butcher No. 150
Ben Hur No. 107 ) Your Choice
Woatenholm I. X. L. No. 148 Lewi. No. 105
(
Woitenholm Pipe No. 149
Brandt No. 10O
( Sf 1 C. each
Blue Steel No. 11? ) Worth $2.50
Roger. Razor No. 116
Also a few very high priced razors highly polished, and elabor.
ately finished, to go1 at1 half price. I
$3.0O Br.ndt No.
1, $1.47
$3.50 Brandt No. 115, $1.77
$4.00 Brandt No. 112, $1.97 I $4.50 Br.ndt No. 110. $2.17
Brandt Bet No. 119, regular price $5.00, our price $2.97 each
All razors are full hollow ground and set ready for use.
We will also keep on selling for another week the celebrated

nw

BRANDT

SELF-HONIN-

RAZOR STROPS

G

which are sold and advertised everywhere at $2. Our price 07c. each
1 he Brandt
belf.rloning Razor Strop will put a smoother, keener
edge on your razor, with fewer strokes, than any other strop on the
siaiketbwiay. Guaranteed never to become hard or glow. Mail order, filled.
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY,
4
H

;

i

The Rexall Store.

gi
Notice For Publication,

Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

1

$2.00 Razor Homes 97c.

I

Simeon Vivash, Romulo Lopez, Martin, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register

M.

August 15, 1910.
03857 Not Coal..

.Forest Reserve.
Notice is hereby given that Emery

To Whom it May Concern:
Please take notice that the undersigned has been duly appointed and
has qualified as executrix of the estate
of John P. Victory, deecased, and all
persons having claims against the estate of said John P. Victory should
present such claims to the unedsigned

C. Arnold, of Pecos, N. M., who on
August 26, 1904, made homestead entry (Serial 03857), No. 8044, for SE.
NW.
E
SW.
NW.
SW.
Section 11, Township 17 N.,
Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice 'of intention to make final executrix within the time prescribed
five year proof, to establish claim to by law.
MARY M. VICTORY,
the land above described, before RegExecutrix.
ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 13th day of October, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
See Chickalilee give a free exhibiCharles Closson, Santa Fe, N. M.; tion in front of Adobe tonight.
4

2

4

(Continued

S

From Page Two.)

Kouns
Succeeds Hurley C. W.
Kouns of the western division of the
Santa Fe succeeds the late J. E. Hurley as manager of the eastern grand
division. Fred C. Fox will succeed
Kouns.
First National Bank Attention is
called to the published report in this
issue of the First National Bank showing individual
deposits
subject to
check of $539,825.59 and time certificates of deposit $199,477.95.
Three Rangers to Hike 1,200 Miles
Rangers L. G. Haynes, Lee Carron
and Forest Guard Silas Shanks of
have
Socorro
county,
Magdalena,
started on a 1200 mile hike to put up
notices on the boundaries of the Datal
forest.
Meet Me at the Elks' Tonight For
there will be an interesting concert,
with a roted youn soloist, Miss Hino-joTnere will be a varied program
of inteiest, and tha concet's proceeds
will go to the beautifying of Rosario
cemetM y.
Walter
Walter Hardin
from Special
Hardin, who escaped
Officer Pablo Lujan at Albuquerque,
has been rearrested after the police
had surrounded the barn in which he
had been hiding for 12 hours without
anything to eat or drink.
Eddy County Socialists Nominate
The Socialists of Eddy county have
nominated Sterling Fischer, of Hope,
?nd Prof. J. LeRoy Lancaster, of the
Plains, for delegates to the constituThe Republicans
tion! convention.
havo made no nominations.
Artesian Flow Beyond the Pecos
has been
A strong artesian flow
struck in Eddy county beyond the
Pecos. Smith & Hanger have brought
in a well flowing sixteen inches above
the six inch casing. Water was
struck at a depth of 1600 feet.
Case Against Sandoval Dismissed
In district court for Sandoval county
the indictment against Emiliano Sandoval for the murder of Juan Valdez
at Cabezon, two years ago, was dismissed. Gurule, jointly indicted with
Sandoval, will he tried this week.
Socorro Will Have Second Park
James G. Fitch and R. M. Dougherty
have presented to the city of Socorro,
a valuable piece of ground facing the
court house which will be turned into
a public park. Park Commissioner
and Postmaster E. L. Kittrell who has
made the present park a beauty spot
will also have charge of the new park.
public
Schools
Reopened The
at 9 o'clock this morning
with large attendance in all of the
classes. The high school was particularly well attended and Superintendent J. A. Wood expressed satisfaction
in discussing the attendance this afternoon. The teachers were all present at the opening of school, Miss
arriving today from Chicago.
Rises at 8 p. m. The concert at the Elks theatre tonight will
Cu-ta- in

and theatre goers are COMMON SENSE THE SOLUTION.
be
to
their seats a minIn
requested
(Continued from Page One.)
ute or two before than hour. The concert will be largely attended, judging
mitted should only be regprded as leby the seat sale at Fischer's drug
store. An interesting program has gal and binding after approval by the
been arranged and every one ought to interstate commerce coinmision. That
commission of its own motion, or
enjoy it.
upon complaint of another, can find a
rumorto
was
Adobe Not
Close It
rate to be unreasonable and can
ed that the Adobe Grand theatre
it. Everything which was tue
change
would be closed for a fortnight to aldoes is subject to examina
low the manager to have repairs made (railroad
tion and correction by the commission.
to the moving picture machine, but
No such rule applies in the case of
Manager Wall finds that he can get a farmers or of individuals
generally.
new machine here by Wednesday. He They are under no
supervision in this
also has secured "The World's Great- - regard.
est Ventriloquist" who will be seen at All that is required of them, is that
!the Adobe Wednesday and continue they shall not violate the
general law
'here for four nights.
applying to all persons in the one
Arrested By Sheriff Sheriff Geroni-m- case, that the farmers shall not viot
law that prevents
Sanchez of Socorro county, arrest- - late the
ed John Jackson and Andrews Tyler, them and all others from going into
the former charged with robbery of a conspiracy to raise the price of prodstore at Magdalena and also with the ucts, and the other which forbids
theft of his suit case, which had been workingmen as well as all other perattached for debt, and the latter sons, from uniting in a conspiracy or
charged with aiding and abetting general boycott to obstruct and reJackson to leave Magdalena. They strain interstate trade.
Thus the distinction made In the
were arrested between San Antonio
and Carthage. Warrants for the two statute and judicial decision when
men were sworn to by Deputy Boh understood is found to be in accord
with the doctrine of the square deal
Lewis at Magdalena.
and to be based on the same considerSee Chickalilee give r, free exhibi- ation of fairness and justice as are
transactions in every day life between
tion in front of Adobe tonight.
honest and just men.
begin

Minor City Topics

at

8 p. m.

I

o

anti-trus-

'

BILL LANG AND AL
KAUFMAN WILL BOX TONIGHT.

MARKETJEP0RT

LIVESTOCK.
Philadelphia, Pa Sept. 5. The folSept. 5. Cattle Re- lowers of the
game the
pugilistic
ceipts, 29,000; market, 10 and 15 cents country over will tonight haev the opTexas
lower.
Beeves $4.808.25;
of getting a line on "Bill"
steers $3.75G.00; cows and heifers portunity
Lang, the Australian who with "Al"
$2.406.50.
Kaufman of California, aspires to be
Receipts, 24,000; market, the 'heavyweight
Hogs
of the
champion
10 cents higher.
Light $9.309.75; world. The two big fighters will meet
mixed $8.809.85; heavy $8.709.65; in a six round bout
at the National
pigs $S.759.G5; League ball
rough $8.709.85;
park. Both are said to be
bulk of sales $9.109.40.
in excellent condition. Under the law
Receipts, 18,000; market, no decisions will be allowed in this
Sheep
10 cents higher.
Native $2.654.75; state.
western $3.254.75; yearlings $4.75
5.85; lambs native $5.257.20; westNOTICE OF STOCKern $5.257.10.
HOLDERS MEETING.
Cattle-Rece- ipts,
5.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept.
Notice is hereby given that a meetsouth20,000, including 2,000
ing of the stockholders of the Mutual
erns; market, 10 cents lower. Native Building and Loan Association of Sansteers $4.758.15; southern steers ta Fe, New
Mexico, will be held
$3.555.25; southern cows $2.75
9th,
Thursday
evening,
September
$2.60
4.25; native sows and heifers
1910, at 7:30 o'clock at the office of
6.50; stockers and feeders $3.00 6.10; said association for the purpose of
bulls $3.254.10; calves $4.008.50; electing a board of directors for the
western steers $4.507.25; western balance of the year, 1910, and for such
cows $3.005.25.
other business as may legally come
Receipts, 3,000; market, before it.
Hogs
10 cents higher. Bulk of sales $9.40
R. J. CRICHTON,
;
9.70; heavy $9.309.50; packers and
Secretary.
$9.60
light
butchers $9.409.70;
Santa Fe, N. M Sept. 5th, 1910.
Chicago,

111.,

Oh! you chickalilee.
Rebound When excellent won can
u
done right at hume. Consult too
New Mexican Bindery.
Report of the Condition of

THE FIRST NATIONAL BASK
of Santa Fe,
at Santa Ke, in the Territory of New Mexico
at the close of business Sept. 1. 1910.
Resources.
Loans and discounts
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
II. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
TJ. S. Bonds to secure U. S. de-

60,000 00
116,966 63

posits

Bonds, securities, etc
Banking house, furniture and

fix-

tures
Other Real Estate, owned
Due from National Banks (not
reserve agents
Due from State banks and bankers. Trust Companies and Savings Banks
Due from aDDioved reserve agents
Checks and other cash items
Notes of other National Banks....
Fractional paper currency nickels
and cents

9.500 00
4,000 00
16,213 21
924
193,641
1.276
200

IT
27
49
00

149 69

LAWKITJ. MONEY RESERVE IN BANK
Spe'cYe

$61,723 05

mo uu
Legal render notes
V
8.
fund
with
Redemption 1.6
Treasurer per cent circulation

Total

$62,268

05

2.000 00
1,079,772

76

Liabilities.
$150,000 00
Capital stock paid in
50,000 00
Surplus fund
Undivided Profits, less Expenses
32.858 04
nnd Taxes paid
National Bank Notes outstanding 40,000 00
5,957 16
Due to other National Banks
Due to State and Private Banks
7.889 19
and Bankers
Individual deposits subject to
539 825 59
check
2,462 17
Demand certificates of deposit...
199,477 95
Time certificates of deposit
619 76
Certified checks
5,563 48
Cashier's checks outstanding
8,288 26
United States deposits
Deposltsof U.S.disbursingofflcers 36,831 17
$1,079,772 76
Total
Territory of New Mexico, county of Santa
Fe. ss;
I.James B. Read, cashier of the above named
above
bank, do solemnly swear that the knowstatement Is true to the best of my
B
RKAD.
belief
JAMES
and
ledge
Cashier.
Correct Attest:
R. J. PADWN,
L. A. HUGHES,
ARTHUR SKLIGMAN,
Directors
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
5th day of Sept., 1910. S. C. McCKIMMON,
Notary Public

,

$9.75.

FOR RENT Three rooms furnishReceipts, 12,000; market,
Sheep
lambs ed for housekeeping.
strong. Muttons $4.004.75;
Inquire 406 San
$6.007.25; fed wethers and yearlings Francisco street.
$4.005.60; fed western ewes $3.50
4.35.
Oh! you chickalilee.
Say! have you seen Chickalilee
the Adobe Grand?

at

If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

fl

--

imiMirn

WITH THE BIG SHOE

ii

Mr

ri'ir- -

mt

im

I

:
.

THE BIG STORE

$580,820 51
1.812 84
40,000 00

HOW ABOUT IT?

DEPARTMENT

1

J

1
II
&

just received a large shipment of
W eFL0RSHEIM
SHOES which we are

you let us fit you in a pair of
III'illWinter
Shoes if you are prompt

offering

waited upon, rightly
fitted and you get the best style your
price will purchase. If you get the
utmost comfort that can be put into a
shoe and have the guarantee of straight-ou- t
shoe house to have any complaint
no matter how slight, promptly satisfied
and to know you get a dollars worth for
every dollar you pay. Won't that saly and politely

SPECIAL SALE

On

Week

0n

lv

Regular price $5.00 $6 00 and $6 50
under this sale take your choice for a

Bill
$5.00
the best shoe
ever had on

your foot
you
and it will give you more satisfaction
than any other shoe made.

tisfy yoti?

SIR

e

S FOR YOUNG MEN

Young'men who like swell Shoes can find here the seasons best. The new toes slightly narrow are the
thing. We have them in several styles, some buttons, some lace, some blucher cut patent kid & calf.

We ask young men to call for a look at the Swagger Styles.
$3.00 $3.50 or $4 00 and every shoe a prize.

ILL

SIZES

AND

WIDTHS

r

